FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FST BIOMETRICS SELECTED AS PREFERRED SECURITY VENDOR
FOR NORTH AMERICA-BASED JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTERS
Biometric Identity Management Solution Enables JCCs to Protect Members, Staff and
Guests without Impacting the Speed of Life
RISHON LEZION, Israel (May 10, 2016) – FST Biometrics, the leading biometric
identification solutions provider, today announced that The JCC Association of North
America has named FST Biometrics a preferred identity management vendor.
“In today’s climate in which the need for security – especially for Jewish organizations –
is greater than ever, we believe our solution offers the best in security and convenience
for users,” said Arie Melamed, CMO of FST Biometrics. “JCC managers are challenged
with finding the right balance to create safe spaces for fun, sport and education, while
also ensuring that their facilities are functioning optimally and creating a welcoming
environment. This is exactly what FST delivers.”
As a preferred vendor, FST is recommended by the JCC Association of North America as
a smart choice for securing and enhancing the operations of individual JCCs. FST’s IMID
system utilizes biometric identification technology, including facial recognition and body
behavior analytics, to allow freedom of movement for members and staff, while
restricting access to unauthorized users.
“We are committed to offering the JCCs of North America the best solutions on the
market – whether for security or gym equipment,” commented David Posner, Director
of Strategic Performance of The JCC Association of North America. “FST Biometrics is
doing something unique. When we learned about FST’s solution, as well as its track
record with Jewish organizations and membership-based clubs, we knew this was
something our JCCs should consider seriously. We are very excited to offer our members
FST’s unique solution for keeping our centers safe and welcoming.”
###

About FST Biometrics
FST Biometrics is a leading identity management solutions provider. The company’s
IMID™ product line offers access control through its proprietary In Motion Identification
technology. This provides the ultimate security and convenience for users, who are
accurately identified without having to stop or slow down. IMID™ solutions integrate a
fusion of biometric and analytic technologies that include face recognition, body
behavior analytics and voice verification. For more information, please visit
www.fstbm.com.
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